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Change the way you think about golf

While hitting the course isn’t a great option right now, it is time to start thinking about golf. Not improvements

you want to make to your swing, the events you want to participate in, or your on-course goals.

Now is the time to think about how golf can benefit you. How can it help you strengthen relationships, both

personal and business; how can it help you spend more time with your family; or how can it help you become

healthier.  No matter how you believe you can use golf to improve your life, we are here to help. 

We can help you with finding new partners if needed, plan your game-improvement schedule; or simply help

you plan your first round of the season.  Just let us know. 

Shafts and myths
 

It’s not about swing speedIt’s not about swing speed
 

We’ve seen online fitting tools that ask you how far you hit your 5-iron. From there they estimate your swing

speed. Then they recommend a shaft flex. What if we told you that two golfers, with the same swing speed, using

great club fitters, had to use two wildly different shaft flexes?
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The “load” that Nick Price put on the shaft on the downswing was far greater than the much smoother Couples. 

Price needed a shaft as stiff as he could get. Fred Couples played a much softer flex. But they had the same

swing speed.

 

By the way, there are no standards for shaft flex. 

There is no consistent meaning to “stiff” or “regular”. 

Each manufacturer labels the shaft as they wish.

 

“If you’re losing distance as you get each year older, then it’s really 

worth while looking at options to create faster clubhead speed 

and a better energy transfer.”

 

How do you load the shaft?How do you load the shaft?
 

How does the rhythm and tempo of your swing impact on the shaft? Have you ever invested some time in

checking what you need in a shaft? 

 

Book your check-up >Book your check-up >

Strengthen your core
 

Simplify your golf swing this yearSimplify your golf swing this year
 

Take some action now to lay the ground for a simpler better golf swing this year. 

If we can improve the way your core controls your golf swing then you’ll make a better rotation, be more likely to

swing on plane, and generate more power. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-JNXZug70A
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You’ll have read about “the triangle” of arms, shoulders and hands. Really, that’s a description that’s trying help

you appreciate that your core controls the swing, not your hands.

 

If the core takes this leadership role, in both the 

backswing and downswing, it significantly increases

the ability of a golfer to replicate a good swing, 

time after time.

 

Start now – at homeStart now – at home
 

Don’t wait for the season to start. Visit a fitness trainer and get them to show you a range of exercises that

strengthen all of your core muscles so they can better support the three planes of motion in the golf swing. 

 

Contact us >Contact us >
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as a service for the members and guests of TPC River's Bend and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 513 677 0550.
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